In the present work, an online fault prognosis strategy is developed for proactive abnormality management. For online prognosis, the fault degradation process should be well revealed. To well capture the evolution process, the proposed approach includes three components, First, the stability factor is defined to identify those significant faulty variables that show degradation process. Second, the fault variations departing from normal status are extracted by performing a modified Fisher discriminant analysis (MFDA) on the selected variables in normal and fault data. These critical variations are deemed to be evolving with time and thus responsible to the future process failure. Third, the significant variations are captured to track the fault evolution process for fault prognosis by developing a vector auto-regression model to reveal how soon the process failure will happen. By the above modeling strategy, uninformative fault effects that do not present degradation are excluded so that the true fault degradation process can be focused on for online fault prognosis. The proposed method is verified by both numerical and experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Real-time fault detection and diagnosis [1] [2] [3] [4] of industrial processes, as a challenging and yet interesting problem, has drawn increasing attention recently. In the last few decades, multivariate statistical analysis techniques, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [5] and partial least squares (PLS) [6] , have been used widely for process analysis, monitoring and fault diagnosis. However, the fault effects may have become significant when the failure of operation process is indicated by out-of-control monitoring statistics. That is, they in general answer the question of "has a failure occurred" instead of "whether a failure will occur and how soon", called reactive fault detection here. Online fault prognosis is drawing significant incentives, which tries to signal future emergency limit violation in advance or as early as possible, saving time to take effective corrective action before an "incident".
Instead of online fault detection, some data-driven statistical analysis methods have been developed in combination with prediction technologies for fault prognosis which has been playing an important role in maintenance and repair of complex dynamic processes. A predictive monitoring strategy is proposed for continuous processes by using multiway PCA(MPCA) algorithm developed for batch processes [7] . In their method, data windows were constructed by cutting along the time dimension of the data series where some predicted future data were included. The method was reported to be able to provide an early detection of process faults. However, the future predictions were obtained by remaining constant at their current values and may be different from the real measurement which may thus deteriorate the performance. Juricek et al. [8] proposed a predictive process monitoring method by initiating future predictions after a fault or abnormal situation has been detected. The predictions which were made based on kalman filter and disturbance estimation to indicate whether process variables will violate an emergency limit in the future and the reliability of future predictions was checked by evaluation of a T 2 statistic. However, predictions are made for each separate process variable where the correlations between process variables are not considered.
For online fault prognosis, the fault degradation process can be predicted ahead of time. Li et al. [9] developed a multivariate fault prognosis approach for continuous processes. The fault magnitudes were estimated based on the fault reconstruction technique [10] [11] [12] and then modelled by a vector auto-regressive (AR) model [13] to estimate the remaining useful life after the fault was detected by some monitoring index. Vector autoregression (VAR) was introduced by Sims [14] as a technique that could characterize the joint dynamic behavior of a collection of variables to identify underlying structural parameters. It has become a prevalent method of time-series modelling. Although the data-driven fault prognosis algorithm is reported promising, the fault effects are not evaluated well. In their work, the fault effects are checked by extracting some fault directions and calculating fault magnitudes associated along these directions. The fault directions are in general obtained by directly performing multivariate statistical analysis, such as PCA, on the fault measurement data. However, the conventional PCA based modelling methods model all general variations from measurement variables by following the size of their distribution variances. Large distribution variations in fault data may not necessarily represent critical fault information which thus may not well reveal fault evolution process. In fact, the process variations at fault status that are different from those at normal status can more clearly reveal the fault effects. Zhao et al. [15] have proposed the idea of relative changes to extract the significant fault variations for fault diagnosis. Instead of directly modelling the fault data, the relative changes from normal to each fault case were analyzed which can better reveal the significant fault deviations.
However, the existing fault prognosis methods treat the whole measurement variables as a single subject which does not isolate the specific faulty variables. Not all process variables are disturbed in some fault case. Some variables will be disturbed significantly while others may stay similar with those of normal case and thus may not contain meaningful information about the fault. The faulty variables can be classified into two types, in which, one shows step changes and the other shows slow-varying changes. The fault degradation process is covered in those slow-changing variables which are termed non-steady variables here. Since not all measurement variables are relevant with the fault degradation process, one important issue is to isolate those significant non-steady faulty variables and model their correlations for fault prognosis.
In the present work, an online fault prognosis strategy is developed based on non-steady faulty variable identification. To well capture the fault degradation process, the variations of fault processes are explored and distinguished in which the non-steady faulty variables are evaluated by defining a stability factor (SF) that are deemed to show degradation process. First, a modified fisher discriminant analysis (MFDA) algorithm is proposed and pairwise conducted for normal and fault data sets to extract fault degradation directions. Second, along the directions, process measurement variables are then evaluated by checking their values of SF, in which, one significant faulty variable is selected with the largest SF value and the left variables are evaluated by checking the changes of SF of discriminant components. The above selection actions are iteratively implemented which thus separate the original measurement variables into two parts, non-steady faulty variables and steady variables. In this way, the uninformative fault effects that do not present degradation are excluded so that the true fault degradation process can be focused on. Then the degradation information can be well extracted focusing on the non-steady variables. The fault degradation process is then predicted by autoregression analysis. Its feasibility and performance are illustrated with both numerical and experimental data.
METHODOLOGY

A Stability Factor (MSF)
It is deemed that the fault evolution process is revealed by those non-steady variables that shows time-series slow changes. In contrast, the other variables are uninformative to reveal the fault evolution process. Therefore, it is necessary to isolate those non-steady variables from the variable collections. Here, the stability of the measured variables is evaluated using a new stability factor (SF) on the basis of the work by Dorr et al. [16] . However, their work is to find those non-steady variables which cover both slow-varying and rapid changing ones. For fault prognosis, only the slowvarying variables are informative. Here the original stability factor is revised to identify those evolving variables. It is calculated for a given variable ( )
(where K is the number of observations) in five steps.
(1) A sliding window is used to treat the time-series ( ) 
This calculation is performed for each variable to reveal whether the variable is changing slowly, i.e., the variable is not steady. The lower the SF, the more stable the variable.
A Modified Fisher Discriminant Analysis
FDA algorithm [17] is one of the most popular dimension reduction techniques widely used in pattern classification. It searches for the projection directions on which the data points of different classes are separated as far as possible while the data points of the same class are kept to be close to each other. However, for fault prognosis, the non-steady variations in the fault process are more important to reveal the fault degradation process which should have larger variances. Therefore, a modified FDA (MFDA) algorithm is proposed and performed for normal and fault data in which the objective of FDA is revised here to extract the fault degradation variations. It is hoped that the data points of different classes are separated as far as possible and the data points of the fault case should have larger distribution variance while the data points of normal class are kept to be close to each other. The MFDA algorithm is described as below.
Here only two classes are considered, one is fault class 
The between-class scatter matrix is calculated as,
where, x is the total mean vector for all samples. The MFDA components are determined by maximizing the sum of two ratios, i.e., the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter of normal case and the ratio of the within-class scatter of fault case to the within-class scatter of normal case, 
where the vector w is the Fisher optimal discriminant direction. Therefore, the objective of MFDA is different from that of the conventional FDA [17] .
It is easy to show that a vector w that maximizes ( ) J w is equal to calculating the generalized eigenvectors of the eigenvalue problem:
where the eigenvalue λ indicates the degree of separability between the two classes. If n S is non-singular, we can obtain a conventional eigenvalue problem by the following expression ( )
A set of eigenvectors can be obtained one time corresponding to the m largest non-zero generalized eigenvalues. They denotes the discriminant directions that can separate the fault data from the normal data by focusing on the fault degradation variation. Then by projecting f X on these directions, the degradation information can be calculated as discriminant components, = f f T X R (6) where, the weights ( )
(The italic letter R denotes the number of retained discriminant components, which is different from the bold letter R) are obtained corresponding to each class. Also, for the normal class, the corresponding discriminant components can be calculated, revealing the normal version of f T , = n n T X R
Non-steady Variable Identification
Based on the extraction of discriminant components, here, a non-steady variable identification strategy is developed in which the stability of each variable can be checked by probing into their effects on stability of discriminant components. It is implemented by an iterative evaluation procedure. The specific is described as below.
Step (1). MFDA based fault direction extraction
The fault directions ( ( )
) are extracted by pairwisely performing MFDA algorithm for normal data and each class of fault data set. The corresponding class-specific components ( f T and n T ) are then extracted for each fault class and the normal data using Eqs. (6) and (7) respectively. Here the number of discriminant components is set to be equal to the maximum to make sure all discriminant information is evaluated. Here it is equal to the minimal value of rank of n X and f X .
Step (2). Discriminant components based stability evaluation
Calculate the stability factor of each disciminant components for the normal and fault classes respectively using SF index defined in Subsection 2.1. Set the reference for each variable based on normal data and calculate the ratio of SF (RSF) between discriminant components of fault data and normal data,
where, the subscript a denotes the index of discriminant component. The subscript f denote fault case and n denotes normal case.
For multiple discriminant components (here A components are extracted), the mean value of RSF (MRSF) is calcualted, And then compare the MRSF index with a predefined threshold value α . If the MRSF value is smaller than α , it means that the components extracted from fault data are stable, revealing that the non-steady variables have been excluded. Stop the procedure. Otherwise, go to Step (3) to continue the modelling procedure.
Step (3). Variable based stability evaluation
Calculate RSF of each variable for fault data similarly using Eq. (8) in which the subject is variable instead of discriminant component, which is denoted as RSF j . It is used to indicate the significance of each variable regarding slowchanging status.
Step (4). Non-steady variable selection
Sort the process variables based on the values of RSF j . The variable with the largest RSF j is determined to be the most non-steady, denoted as * j x here. Remove this variable from the current modeling variables and archive this variable ( * j x ) into the non-steady faulty variable library.
Step (5). Model updating
Remove the selected faulty variable ( * j x ) from both normal and fault data and the updated data are denoted as n X  and f X  . Pairwise perform MFDA on the new normal data and each fault class to re-extract the discriminant directions based on the updated normal and fault data ( n X  and f X  ).
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Based on the updated fault directions, iteratively repeat Steps (2)-(5) until all non-steady fault variables are selected. They cover the least number of faulty variables that show the slow-varying changes from normal to fault statuses.
A flowchart is shown in Fig. 1 
Non-steady variables based fault modelling
The fault prognosis relationship can be evaluated based on the identified non-steady variables which can focus on the key information that reveals the fault degradation departing from the normal status by excluding those uninformative variables. To achieve this purpose, the variables in the normal status are also selected corresponding to the nonsteady variable in the fault case, which are denoted as
here. For the two separated variable subsets, the modelling procedure is described as below. Pairwise MFDA is performed on n X  and f X  to extract the fault evolution directions. Then the RSF of each component is evaluated in which only those larger than the threshold value α are kept. The number of retained components is A. The final fault degradation directions are
. Then for the subset of fault data f X  , f R  is used as fault model to reveal the slow-changes for fault process. Besides, the corresponding part is also calculated for normal process,
where, f T  are the fault degradation components extracted from the faulty variables f X  . n T  are the discriminant components extracted from the normal data. For the hidden fault process which is a slowly time-varying autocorrelated process, the fault magnitudes f T  will change over time as the fault process develops. Therefore, exploring the underlying correlations of f T  can reveal the degradation rule of fault process. Also, f T  integrate critical fault effects, which thus are more informative to fault prognosis.
Vector AR modeling for fault prognosis
For each fault case, the vector of the fault degradation components will change with process evolution and also are correlated with each other, resulting in multivariate time series. Vector autoregression (VAR) [14] , as a prevalent method of time-series modeling, can characterize the joint dynamic behavior of a collection of variables to identify underlying structural parameters. It is then used here to derive the regression model for each fault case. The specific of VAR modeling method can refer to Ref. [18] . Prediction horizon(PH) denotes the number of near-future samples from the current time. For example, PH=6 denotes that fault magnitude six steps ahead from the current time is used as the output and should be estimated from the available predictor data. A larger value of PH may result in worse prediction accuracy but more time left to take corrective actions.
The developed prediction model is used for online application to new data of the same fault. The new samples are projected onto the regression model in order to make the PH-step-ahead prediction. The prediction error can be calculated after PH samples when the new measurement corresponding to the predictions becomes available. Based on the predicted fault degradation components, the future fault effects can then be predicted and evaluated.
ILLUSTRATIONS
Numerical Example
The proposed method is applied to a simple nine-variable process in which each variable is generated by, Two hundred samples are generated following the relationship in Eq. (11) as training data. Another 1000 samples are also generated using Eq. (11) and work as testing IFAC DYCOPS-CAB, 2016 June 6-8, 2016 . NTNU, Trondheim, Norway data. For the fault case, the slow changes are found along 1 x . An exponential change is simulated and added to single variable 1 x for both training and testing data. The exponential curve is defined by x , the changes of 1 x is propagated to 2 x so that two variables sow fault degradation information. Using the MFDA algorithm, only one fault degradation direction is extracted to develop the regression model which will be used for online fault prognosis. Prediction is then performed for the fault degradation component. As shown in Fig. 2 , the fault evolution process is predicted for both training data and testing data with respect to different prediction horizons where four historical samples are used for prediction and every step includes five samples. The root mean squared error (RMSE) is used to evaluate the prediction accuracy. With the increase of PH, the prediction accuracy decreases for both training data and testing data.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the fault evolution process is predicted 6-step ahead where the prediction of T f agrees well with the changing trend of raw values. In this way, the prediction can alert the event in advance which is thus useful for fault correction before the process fails. In this study, the threshold value of event alert (red dashed line) is defined artificially. For comparison, the fault evolution process is also predicted using the MFDA method with no non-steady variable identification in which all variables are used for model development. Two discriminant components have to be kept which both show degradation information as evaluated by MRSF index. That is, it needs more components than the proposed algorithm without variable selection. In Fig.  4 , the results are shown for both training data and testing data with respect to different prediction horizons. It is clear that without non-steady variable selection, the fault prognosis performance is significantly worse than the proposed algorithm based on paired-t test [19] .
Tennessee Eastman process
The Tennessee Eastman process(TEP) has been widely used for testing various process monitoring and fault diagnosis methods. It contains two blocks of process variables: 41 measured variables and 11 manipulated variables. In this study, all variables are used for modeling. Process measurements are sampled with interval of 3 min. There are 15 known faults in TEP, where only Fault #13 is a slow drift in the reaction kinetics. It is used to evaluate the fault prognosis performance of the proposed method. 150 normal samples and 300 fault samples are used for development of prognosis model. Another 300 fault samples are used for testing. First, non-steady faulty variables are selected, including 40 variables, in which, the first five are listed as Variable #16, 35, 7, 13 and 11. It reveals that the close correlations between different variables so that the disturbance on one variable have been propagated to other variables. Six fault directions are extracted by the proposed algorithm. In Fig. 5 , the fault prognosis results are plotted using 6-step ahead prediction for this fault for the first fault degradation component. The predicted statistic indicates the event time with a certain time lag. However, since the prediction is made in advance, it can be useful if the PH value is larger than the time lag. In Fig. 6 , for different PH values, the fault prognosis is made for both training data and testing data. It reveals a similar conclusion with that from Fig. 4. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a fault prognosis method is proposed for online prediction of fault evolution process. By the nonsteady faulty variable identification, the significant fault effects that cover critical fault degradation information can be integrated. Online fault prognosis is performed based on the significant fault degradation information which can thus reveal more accurate fault prognosis performance. The case study demonstrates the superior performance of the proposed algorithm in fault prognosis.
